Enabling mixed content in Google Chrome

Summary

Users of Google Chrome may occasionally be unable to view content linked externally from ANGEL, receiving a page that is blank or seems to be incomplete.

Details

Viewing certain types of embedded content and some external links from ANGEL will prompt an alert icon in the address bar which, when moused over, provides a warning that the page contains insecure content. Use the following steps to allow the content to display:

1. Click the alert shield icon in the address bar.
2. In the icon dialog box, click Load anyway.
3. The site will reload; if within ANGEL, users will be returned to the course homepage.
4. Upon returning to the page or link in question, the content will now be visible.

For more information, please see the following Google Chrome Help page:
https://support.google.com/chrome/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=1342714
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